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ABSTRACT As smart factories are emerging, the importance of modeling and simulation (M&S) continues
to increase in the production system. As a result, various commercial tools and environments are provided
for production simulation, and manufacturing companies are also applying them to establish a smart
manufacturing system. This is used in various ways, such as optimal layout design, scheduling, and fault
diagnosis using the acquired smart manufacturing model. However, these model constructions are generally
done through a stand-alone environment in which the work type or user level is not considered. It is necessary
to use different environments depending on the user level or to rely on M&S experts. Therefore, this
paper eliminates this inefficiency and proposes an integrative user-level customized smart manufacturing
M&S environment for all users in the production system. It provides three-phase modeling environments
appropriate for the user level, including an automatic model synthesis interface and a production line
generator. Using this environment, anyone can easily make capacity and logistic models, and simulate them.
INDEX TERMS Modeling and simulation, smart manufacturing, digital twin, user-level customized, discrete
event system.
I. INTRODUCTION

As technologies that drive the fourth industrial revolution
such as the Internet of Things (IoT), big data, artificial intelligence (AI), and cyber-physical systems (CPS) become more
common, demands to improve productivity, economy, and
safety in various industries are spreading [1]. A digital twin,
defined as a digital replica of a physical entity, is in the spotlight as one of the important technology trends to meet the
needs [2]. In the manufacturing industry, various companies
are using digital twin technology to build smart factories and
to innovate production [3, 4]. With the digital twin construction of production systems, optimal decision-making is possible before the actual plant is built, and problems that occur
during mass production can be solved in advance using this
virtual environment. In addition, even after plant construction, industrial competitiveness can be strengthened by using
digital twin technology for maintenance, such as optimal
operation and fault diagnosis of the production line [5], [6].
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As interest in smart manufacturing through digital twin
increases, the importance of modeling and simulation
(M&S), a key technology for this, is also increasing [7].
As a result, a lot of production simulation solutions for
factory design and operation analysis are provided, and
manufacturers are applying them to establish smart manufacturing platforms [8]. These commercial solutions, such
as DELMIA [9], FlexSim [10], Automod [11], and Plant
Simulation [12], provide many production-related libraries
and smart visualizers using 3D factory. Using them, many
studies have been conducted such as simulation-based digital
shipyard building, optimizing assembly lines, and optimizing
logistics [13]–[15]. In addition, there are studies that use
open source/self-developed engines to build digital manufacturing platforms according to the characteristics of the
company [16].
However, these studies within the company are generally
conducted by M&S experts or outside consultants whenever a
request from a manufacturing department is made. Therefore,
pre-work for modeling (including layout identification and
data preparation) and long modeling time are required every
time. In addition, because different solutions may be needed
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systems. We expect it to contribute to improving the business
efficiency and productivity of companies. We also expect
it to create synergy in the decision-making process through
collaboration between different departments.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces a user-level customized modeling
approach. Section 3 provides an integrative M&S environment for smart manufacturing. A case study of applying
the proposed environment is described in section 4. Finally,
section 5 concludes the discussion.
FIGURE 1. Concept of proposed work.

II. USER-LEVEL CUSTOMIZED MODELING METHOD

depending on the M&S level of the user, the characteristics
of the department, and the features of the target plant, it is
necessary to make efforts to train experts for each solution.
It is also difficult to share or reuse models between different
departments, and there are many cases where the analysis
results or the decision-making of others conflict. As a result,
it is difficult to manage and reuse models at the corporate
level because different solutions are used by various users.
For these reasons, to establish a platform for efficient digital manufacturing, an integrated system that covers various
modeling levels is required considering human resources with
various tasks or S/W usage levels. This paper focuses on
an integrative user-customized M&S environment for digital
manufacturing to solve these problems, as shown in Figure 1.
For this, the paper proposes a user-level customized modeling approach considering a total of three modeling perspectives: parameter-based modeling, icon-based modeling,
and source code-based modeling. Then, we implement an
integrated M&S environment for digital manufacturing using
this approach. A past study was conducted on user-level
customizable M&S [17]. It was the same in terms of modeling
according to user level, but in fact, the modeling methods used
at each level were not different. For example, in the paper,
icon-based modeling was only used for higher level models
through the combination of blocks, and the method of modeling using them was the same. However, in the proposed work,
the three modelers provide different modeling perspectives.
For example, parameter-based modeling provides the optimal
line configurations to the users through the production line
generator, not the existing models. In other words, it provides
a wide range of usability depending on user levels and simulation objectives.
As a result, it can be modeled according to the modeling
objectives from production managers to M&S experts. It is
also readily available through short-term training and minimizes the increase in work costs caused by collaboration
with M&S departments. It facilitates model maintenance and
reuse through an integrated M&S environment and provides
an automatic model generation function for an optimal solution to minimize users’ repetitive work and analysis time.
Finally, it offers high scalability through interoperation with
various external systems such as machines or monitoring
186638

In this section, we explain the proposed user-level customized modeling method. First, we provide the concept of
the approach. Then, we propose the user-level customized
modeling process using the concept.
A. CONCEPT OF USER-LEVEL CUSTOMIZED MODELING

Because modeling is objective-oriented, it can be done in
various ways depending on the purpose of analysis in the
manufacturing system. Because M&S can be utilized in a
variety of directions in a production company, various people
are interested in using it. At this time, the knowledge and field
of people who actually participate in the M&S process are
very wide. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish the user
level well and to make all users model the production system
well regardless of their range of knowledge. In this study,
we divide users participating in the M&S process into three
groups and propose an environment in which the proposed
approach can be applied. The detailed classification of user
group is as depicted in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Classification of user level.

First, user group 1 may include production managers, plant
human resources managers, resource planners, and capacity planners who allocate task/resources for efficient work
balance. They can perform parameter-based modeling with
only task and resource information, such as task time, job
sequence, number of required workers, skill level of workers,
and number of required stations. Users in this group may be
interested in a resource input plan, such as how many workers
or machines are invested to meet the production target.
Second, user group 2 may include layout designers and
logistics planners who make detailed designs necessary for
flow analysis, overall layout evaluation, and visualization.
This group usually makes decisions on production line layout,
location of buffer/storage, or material supply path. They can
VOLUME 7, 2019
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perform icon-based modeling with layout information such as
product flow, logistics information, and storage information.
Last, M&S experts who can model detailed operational
conditions are included in user group 3. They can perform
source code modeling with process/logical information indicating the behavior of each facility and special condition
for logistics equipment. The overall modeling approach is
depicted in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. User-level customized modeling approach.

Each user group can model as described above, and each
model can be managed as the same model through the model
conversion processes. In this paper, these are performed by
two modules: the production line generator and model synthesizer. For example, the result of parameter-based modeling is automatically generated as an executable model or
layout information required for the next modeling level by
the production line generator. In addition, a model made
by icon-based modeling with this layout information can
be automatically provided as an executable model or process/logistic information required for source code modeling
by the model synthesizer.
The modeling levels have not only different objectives
but also distinct pros and cons. Lower level modeling is
easy to model and involves less knowledge/information use.
It also derives an optimal model with less information and
automatically generates a model. As a result, the time for
modeling and tool learning can be shortened. On the other
hand, because there is less information used than in higher
level modeling, the expressiveness and the flexibility of the
model are also lower. It also requires longer analysis times
and steps because the system performs optimization and automatic model generation. In addition, it may require several
trials and errors because the automatic generation may not
provide the optimal results that users want.
On the contrary, higher level modeling takes a long time
for training and modeling, but it allows for high degrees of
expressiveness and flexibility using detailed information. The
following section describes the proposed modeling process
that uses the user-level customized approach.
VOLUME 7, 2019

B. USER-LEVEL CUSTOMIZED MODELING PROCESS

We propose a user-level customized modeling process to
build a manufacturing model for analysis of capacity and
logistics. It can be considered one of the ways to collaborate
with M&S experts and domain experts [18]. On the whole,
it follows the general modeling and simulation process. Its
cycle involves distinct activities, such as requirements analysis, model design, implementation, verification and validation, experimental design, and simulation [19].
The point of the proposed modeling process is that it
is divided according to the modeling objectives or users,
as shown in Figure 3. First of all, modeling objectives and
requirements should be defined, and then they are divided
into three branches depending on the user level and objective. In the case of parameter-based modeling, production
line generation is performed after detailed model design.
Then, if additional modeling is required, it moves on to iconbased modeling, or if it is not necessary, it moves on to
the model generation process. Similarly, in the case of iconbased modeling, automatic model synthesis is performed
after detailed model design. Then, if additional modeling is
required, it moves on to source code modeling, or if it is not
necessary, it moves on to the model generation process. These
models go through verification and validation, and if they
are not satisfied, they need to be modeled (or implemented)
again. After that, it will be completed through simulation and
results analysis.

FIGURE 3. User-level customized modeling process.
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III. INTEGRATIVE M&S ENVIRONMENT FOR SMART
MANUFACTURING

To apply the user-level customized approach described in
the previous section, we introduce the overall environment
in which the approach is implemented. It is an integrated
M&S environment to model, simulate, analyze, visualize, and
manage the manufacturing system.
A. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

The overall architecture of the proposed environment consists of client program, interface, DB, and engine, as shown
in Figure 4. First, the client program not only provides an
integrated user interface that enables the proposed user customized modeling but also shows the results after the end
of the simulation. Each user can model layout design, logistics planning, etc. using the desired modeler depending on
the simulation objective. At this point, the parameter-based
model is modeled by entering a task list to analyze, corresponding process time, and precedence. The other two modelers enable hierarchical and modular modeling. As shown
in Figure 5, it has a hierarchical structure of plant, floor, line,
process, and resource in a sequence. Plant consists of a set of
floors, a lift/elevator, and logistics information. Floor consists
of a set of lines and logistics information. Line consists of
set of processes and coupling relations, and finally, process
consists of set of resources and rules.

FIGURE 5. Hierarchical structure of manufacturing system.

operation/simulation data from an external legacy system to
the client program and utilize them as simulation inputs.
It can also be a path to transfer the optimal results from
the proposed environment to other systems to create synergy
through collaboration with other departments. As shown in
Figure 4, DB consists of the model DB that stores the library
of each object, the scenario DB that stores the actual simulation model, and the result DB that stores the simulation result.
The engine includes a production line generator and a
simulation engine. The production line generator receives
the modeling results of the parameter-based modeler and
performs pre-execution and optimization. The result can be
delivered to the model synthesizer to complete the model. The
following section describes details about the production line
generator. Meanwhile, the simulation engine is an interpreter
that executes the simulation scenario synthesized through the
model synthesizer. Various engines are available to interpret
the discrete event system model suitable for expressing manufacturing system [23]. Although various commercial tools
and open source engines are available, this paper uses its
own DES engine and Siemens Plant Simulation. The results
analyzed through them are stored in the result DB and finally
transmitted to the client through the network. Each layer is
connected as a network, and the detailed physical configuration will be described in the integrated M&S environment
section.
1) PRODUCTION LINE GENERATOR

FIGURE 4. Overall architecture.

As an interface, a model synthesizer automatically generates the modeling result of the icon-based modeler as an
optimal model. It analyzes the output made through modelers
and uses this information to take the required libraries from
the model DB and construct models that can be interpreted
by the simulation engine. It can be seen as a neural schema
for simulation automation that converts data regardless of the
simulation engine [20]–[22]. The following section describes
details about the model synthesizer.
There is also an interface for interoperability between
heterogeneous systems. Through this, we can import
186640

In general, the following information is needed to configure the assembly line that produces the product.
• Precedence: Preliminary task that needs to be done
before proceeding with the task.
• Process time: Working time required to complete the
task.
• Resource: Resource types (machine/worker) and number of detail elements required to perform each task.
Based on the above information, the user performs two
major tasks. First, the user determines the number of physical stations constituting the line, determines the number of
resources to be put into the work (number of workers and
machines), allocates tasks within the station, and specifies the
number of resources required for each task. Second, the user
checks the cycle time per station according to the resources
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 6. Structure of production line generator.
FIGURE 7. Structure of model synthesizer.

allocated for each task and calculates the expected throughput
and line of balance (LOB) according to the cycle time of the
entire line. The line designer establishes several alternatives
by repeating the process and determines the alternative with
a short cycle time and a high LOB as the initial solution.
However, in this process, resources are allocated to tasks
based on experience, and there is a difficulty in not performing line design considering the work-time deviation
between processes consisting of a bundle of tasks. The production line generator resolves the above-mentioned difficulties and provides optimal alternatives to line designers.
Figure 6 shows the entire architecture of the production line
generator. First, the parameter-based modeler generates input
information of the production line generator. Through the
modeler, the line designer specifies the task data (precedence, process time, and resources), the number of stations to
configure, and the maximum number of available resources.
Second, the production line generator performs optimization
to minimize the cycle time of the entire line by configuring
a mathematical model according to station, worker, and task
constraints. The engine then constructs an analytical model
of allocating buffers between processes to address blocking
and waiting problems occurring on the line, and presents a
final alternative through an optimization solution. Finally,
the optimized line configuration is handed over to the model
synthesizer.
2) MODEL SYNTHESIZER

The model synthesizer performs two-step procedures as
shown in Figure 7. The first step is to extract model information made by the user, and the second step is to generate
an executable simulation model.
It first converts the contents generated by the icon-based
modeler into a neutral data format. This step is carried out by
the model extractor. The format of neutral data is the xml-type
data structure defined in this study. The model information
consists of product, plant, process, resource, and flow data.
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 8. Neutral schema for process information.

The scheme also has configuration for simulation execution information. Neutral data are obviously independent on
commercial simulation software. Thereby, this data model
has high reusability and high interoperability between other
model or legacy systems. Figure 8 shows a part of the neutral
data schema for the simulation model proposed in this study.
The neutral data generated by the model extractor are secondly interpreted into the list of required simulation models
by a model parser. Then, the model synthesizer generates an
executable simulation model using a unit process model, predefined resource model, and product model template, as well
as parsed data in the model DB. It also decides on a format
for the simulation model according to the simulation engine.
186641
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B. INTEGRATIVE M&S ENVIRONMENT

Figure 9 shows the overall integrative M&S environment
implemented by applying the proposed architecture. It shows
the implementation results of the three different modelers and
each modeling result. This section will explain in detail the
process of applying the previously proposed integrative M&S
environment through an example of a simple production line.
As mentioned in 3.1.1, the parameter-based modeler generates input information required to construct a mathematical
model in the production line generator. Table 2 provides
sample data showing precedence, process time, and resources
for each task of the production line consisting of material
input, assembly, inspection, and packaging process. Based
on these data, if the number of stations to configure and the
number of workers to allocate are set, optimization based
on mixed integer linear programming (MILP) is performed
through the optimization server to obtain the results, as shown
in Table 3 [24], [25]. This is the result of configuring four
to twelve stations for the task in Table 2 and assigning the
maximum number of workers as sixteen. The product cycle
time of the line is determined to be a value having the longest
cycle time at the configured stations, and the LOB value of
the line is calculated according to the formula.
TABLE 2. Sample task data for production line.

buffers between stations is performed, and the model as
shown in Figure 9 (a) is automatically generated when the
result is handed over to the icon-based modeler.
After line optimization through parameter-based modeling, if users want, they can additionally model using logistics
information as shown in Figure 9. Alternatively, users can
model both the assembly line and the logistics from the
beginning using the icon-based modeler. They can drag and
drop easily to place the existing libraries such as operator,
machine, conveyor, storage, material handling equipment,
and aisle. The second result from these two methods is shown
in Figure 9 (b). In addition, if users need complex operational
logics or new libraries that are not included in the model DB,
they can add them through source code modeling. Finally,
we can see the third result using source code modeling as
shown in Figure 9 (c).
After simulation, users can analyze various indices through
the Web result provided by the proposed environment.
As shown in Figure 10, there are real-time throughput, LOB,
workload of transportation equipment, real-time stock of storage/buffer, aisle congestion analysis result, etc.
IV. APPLICATION

In this chapter, we analyze how the environment proposed in
section 3 is actually used and evaluate the contribution of the
work.
A. USAGE ANALYSIS

TABLE 3. Optimization result of task allocation at a station.

In Table 3, it is best to configure 8 stations. Next, a
simulation-based experimental plan for allocating optimal
186642

In this environment, users from various divisions or job fields
could analyze their own ideas related to the productivity
improvement.
For instance, users from labor utilization departments are
able to quickly model an optimal work-station configuration for a production line with only little information such
as production task conditions and available input resources.
They can decide how many workers are needed to achieve a
production plan when a new product has launched. In addition, they can reallocate production tasks to workers when
new automation equipment is introduced or equipment is
upgraded.
Users can model and simulate to validate ideas of productivity improvement when the layout of an assembly line
changes. They carry out this kind of analysis to shorten
production lead time, cycle time, and waiting ratio. Finally,
production and workload balance can be increased.
Users who review a new layout plan of a factory need to
anticipate the material flow congestion, to estimate storage
area size, and to estimate the material supply workload of
transportation to determine transportation equipment investment. Using an icon-based modeler, users could simulate
their layout plan easily and quickly without expert help.
These simulations are done when factory layout changes as
well as when a new factory setting is established. Through
these analyses, users eventually optimize their improvement
ideas or layout plan before production starts.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 9. Example of proposed integrative M&S environment.

B. CONTRIBUTION AND EVALUATION

The following is the contribution effect of the proposed
environment. First of all, the environment provides various
company-specific libraries for capacity analysis, in-house
transportation analysis, and logistics between plants, which
enables easy modeling and reduces modeling time. Secondly,
by spreading an accurate and easy M&S environment to as
many employees as possible in the company, it is possible to
virtually pre-validate ideas for productivity improvement and
compare alternatives through simulation without consigning
it to experts. Even if it is a minor simulation case, it would go
through all processes from data collection to results analysis
if it is consigned to M&S experts. However, when the person
in charge models directly, it takes less time to acquire data and
background knowledge, so they are able to maximize their
VOLUME 7, 2019

time efficiently. Usually, the primary job of production engineers is not simulation, which means they do not have enough
time to learn simulation tools. However, in this segmented
environment, they are able to learn an appropriate modeling
method in a short time.
Next, model reusability increases. It increases through
sharing with other users in the same division. It is also possible to use them continuously through the development of
libraries suitable for each division. Synergy increases through
collaboration between divisions, which reduces the makespan
for decision-making among different divisions.
From a development perspective, it uses a neutral simulation data format, which is interoperable with various
commercial simulation engines and has high scalability.
In addition, interoperability with other legacy systems
186643
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FIGURE 10. Example of Web result.

TABLE 4. Evaluation result of the proposed work.

increases. Real-time data can also be acquired through the
interoperation. Various legacy systems can interoperate with
the proposed environment according to simulation. Finally,
by setting up the analysis server separately, the license cost
decreases and easy maintenance is possible.
Quantitative evaluation results for this are shown
in Table 4. Because there is no method that can be compared
directly, we simply compare the method of consignment to
M&S experts used in our company. This result is based on
data obtained in the company.

environment in which the work type or the user level is
not considered. It is necessary to use different environments
depending on the user level or to rely on M&S experts.
Therefore, we propose an integrative user-level customized
smart manufacturing M&S environment for all users in the
production system. It considers three modeling perspectives:
parameter-based modeling, icon-based modeling, and source
code-based modeling. In addition, the proposed engine and
model synthesizer enable modeling using these three perspectives.
Using the environment, various users can easily model
according to the modeling objectives. It is also readily available through short-term training and minimizes the increase
in work costs caused by collaboration with M&S departments. It facilitates model maintenance and reuse through
an integrated M&S environment and provides an automatic
model generation function for an optimal solution to minimize users’ repetitive work and analysis time.
It will contribute to improving the business efficiency and
productivity of companies. In addition, it will create synergy in the decision-making process through collaboration
between different departments. Through case study, we can
see that the proposed work is more efficient in various perspectives than the existing method used by the company.
In this study, only capacity optimization is implemented in
the parameter-based modeler. In future work, we will develop
a modeler that enables easier modeling through logistics
optimization as well as capacity.

V. CONCLUSION

Simulation-based smart manufacturing has been widely utilized to strengthen production efficiency in the era of industry 4.0. For example, it is used in various ways such as
optimal layout design, scheduling, and fault. However, these
model constructions are generally done through a stand-alone
186644
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